Senior PHP Developer
for German-Austrian HR Tech company (full time)
6 May 2021
We’re looking for you!
As an HR Tech company with currently 10 employees, we develop SaaS products whose goal is to make
the digital world more humane. Our systems connect employees of large international corporations with
each other, allowing them to grow their personal network and exchange ideas with colleagues they
might have never met otherwise. These meetings may take place as an informal virtual coffee break, as
a day of job shadowing or even a as long-term mentor/mentee relationship. Our solutions are used by
over 100+ customers in 35+ countries in 8 languages.
What you should bring to the table:

✓ 3+ years of professional web development experience
✓ Excellent knowledge of PHP7 and SQL
✓ Excellent grasp of modern OO design patterns and programming techniques (e.g., Dependency
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Injection, Command Bus pattern, asynchronous queueing)
Strong experience with modern MVC frameworks (preferably Symfony & Doctrine) and
templating engines (preferably Twig)
Very good knowledge of HTML 5 and CSS/SCSS
Good knowledge of modern JavaScript (ES6+)
High level of English fluency, at least basic knowledge of German
Team player with good communication skills

How you can impress us even more:
✓ Finished or ongoing technical studies
✓ Previous work experience in international or remote teams
✓ Familiarity with package and dependency managers, task runners, test frameworks, code
versioning, agile development, ticketing systems, CI/CD pipelines, Linux shell
✓ Experience with Business Intelligence technologies (aggregating data, building dashboards, ...)
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What we offer:

✓ Fully remote working (+ offices in Vienna and Munich)
✓ Fast decision making
✓ Large impact on solutions and products – we want you to build and enhance the product
together with us
✓ Exciting technical challenges
o Setup of a professional Business Intelligence and Reporting architecture (Metabase)
o Development of complex matching algorithms in Golang
o Combination of classic backend technology with modern frontend frameworks
o Development of a WebRTC video chat platform
o And many more
✓ Participation in company events in Vienna or Munich
✓ Very nice colleagues :)
✓ Competitive salary
Our stack:
#AdminLTE
#Git

#GitLab

#Metabase
#Smarty

#Apache
#Go

#API_Platform
#HTML5

#Bootstrap

#JavaScript

#MySQL

#PHP8

#PhpStorm

#Symfony5

#Twig

#TypeScript

#Composer
#Jira

#RabbitMQ
#VueJS

#Docker

#jQuery

#Linux

#React

#Rundeck

#Webpack

#WebRTC

#Doctrine
#Matomo
#SCSS
#Yarn

If you feel like joining us, please reach out to Stefan Melbinger at jobs@mysteryminds.com
We’re looking forward to meeting you!
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